N3 Design is CG Atelier based in the very heart of Russia, famous for its unique style all over the world. The Atelier was founded in 2004 year by Andrew Golikov — visionary of computer graphics, known for his rich and detailed 3D Style and seamless work with camera. Andrew has more than 20 personal awards and recognitions for his input in development of CG industry worldwide, and was highly acclaimed by leading industry specialists. Initially the studio consisted of 4 artists, but nowadays it has more than 35 artists in house and partner agency Up and Beyond, which specializes in immersive technologies, VR, AR and interactive solutions.

N3 Design offices in Europe and US are coming in 2019 year as part of strategy development into new markets. By 2018 N3Design created more than 500 projects worldwide.
N3 design specializes in top level CG solutions and visualizations, including:

**Performances and Immersive Shows** — Advanced technologies mixtures of SFX direction, art direction, mapping, stage design, animations and special effects. Sochi Olympic Games, Expo 2017 Astana Closing Ceremony, Rhythmic Gymnastics Anniversary Show 2018.

**Brand and Channel IDs** — Promo openers, IDs and whole channel design. Clients: NBC, CCTV, BTV.

**Projections and Mapping** — Grand scale projections and presentations. Clients: Nike, Orange, Hugo Boss.

**Advertising** — CG advertising and post production. Clients: Samsung, Acura, Iqos.
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